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MODEL UPDATING: TRANSITION FROM RESEARCH TO PRACTICE?
A Special Session of the SD-2000 (StructuralDynamics 2000) Forum

David C. Zimmerman’
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77204-4792

ABSTRACT

This. session offers an open forum to discuss
issues associated with the transition of nearly two
decades of engineering research into computational
guided model updating into industry “state-of-the-
practice.” Related technical issues are the model
updating technology, model reduction, test-analysis
correlation and optimization strategies. The session is
organized as follows. Technical presentations review
the state-of-the-art in finite element model updating and
present examples of industrial applications. The results
of a recent survey on the potential and usefulness of
the model updating technology are discussed. Panel
discussions and interaction with the audience discuss
industrial needs, future trends and challenges and why
“negative” model updating results are never discussed
within the structural dynamics community.

1. INTRODUCTION

The validation of computer simulations in practice
is mainly based on comparing experimental data with
analytical or computational predictions. In structural
dynamics, the technology of finite element model
updating is intended at bringing laboratory or field
measurements and analysis results closer together.
The sources of modeling errors in a finite element
representation are first identified and then corrected
according to the optimization of user-defined test-
analysis criteria. For linear systems, modal analysis and
frequency response functions generally provide the
starting point of test-analysis correlation procedures.

Despite the high sophistication of finite element
modeling, practical or industrial applications often
reveal considerable discrepancies between analytical
and test results. In recent times, considerable effort has
been spent on the development of mathematical
procedures for updating physical parameters or
analytical mass/stiffness matrices using dynamic,

Frangois M. Heme~
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Engineering Analysis Group (ESA-EA)
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modal data. The books by Natke and Cempel [1],
Friswell and Mottershead [2] and the literature review
published by Los Alamos National Laboratory [3]

represent comprehensive monographs summarizing

and comparing the current state-of-the-art. Recent

studies have shown that algorithmic methods that have
been researched over the past two decades are
capable of handling model updating of complex
structures typically encountered in industry. An example
is the work published by Zimmerman [4] where modern
algorithmic techniques were applied to update the
payload model of the International Space Station port-
side 6thtruss segment in the launch configuration. The

finite element model consisted of 66,000 structural
degrees of freedom and the test data consisted of 395
tri-axial accelerometers. A total of 45 resonant modes
were extracted from the test data sets and identified
below 50 Hertz.

Besides these significant advances, the common
perception is that finite element model updating is not
always useful for solving practical test-analysis
correlation problems. Although the mathematical
formulations and numerical algorithms have been
developed and refined for many years, many experts
and users feel that this technology has not yet
demonstrated its usefulness for real-world industrial
applications even if the systems investigated operate in
the linear regime. A typical difficulty is to convince
designers, analysts and/or managers in the industry
that test-analysis correlation and model updating may
reduce the time it takes to design and qualify a given
product. To contrast with this first point-of-view, we
mention the enthusiasm often encountered in the
research community that attempts to make test-analysis
correlation and finite element model updating more
useful tools.

Instead of attempting to promote recent
technological advances, the session aims at providing
an open forum of discussion from which shortcomings

‘ Professor, dzimmerman@ uh.edu, 713-743-4520 (Phone), 713-743-4503 (Fax).
‘ Technical Staff Member, hemez@ Ianl.aov, 505-665-7955 (Phone), 505-665-2137 (Fax).
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of the research in finite element model updating can be
identified and solutions can be discussed.

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

The session is organized around a combination of
technical presentations, panel discussions and open
forum. Presentations introduce the subject, review the
technical issues and motivate the discussion. A panel
of industry representatives then present their opinion of
test-analysis correlation, finite element model updating
and similar technology. Finally, the open forum
discusses issues related to the transfer of technology
from research institutions to the industry. The session is
organized as follows:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Introduction and presentation of the session.
Presentation by D.C. Zimmerman of the
successful updating of Boeing’s P-6 models for
the International Space Station.

How is finite element model updating
understood by the structural dynamics
community? Analysis by F.M. Hemez of the
results of a survey on test-analysis correlation
and finite element model updating.

Panel discussion of industry representatives. A
panel of several designers, analysts,
experimentalists and/or managers from the civil
engineering, aerospace and automotive
industries discuss their needs; the
shortcomings of current technolog~ the
collaboration with researchers; and future
directions of research and development.

Open forum. Discussion is solicited in the
audience on the following issues:

●

●

●

●

Is there an industrial need for test-analysis
correlation and finite element model
updating?

Are technical conferences and journal
publications efficient when it comes to
transferring the technology from research
to industry?

Technical meetings always have a
tendency to emphasize the presentation of
“model updating success stories.” Should
our most significant failures be presented
as well?

Whv can’t research teams collaborate
more efficiently in the field of inverse

2
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problem solving for structural dynamics
and engineering applications?

Some of the questions that may be raised anctlor
addressed during the technical presentations and
discussions are summarized in section 3.

3. THEMES ADDRESSED IN THE SESSION

The list provided below of issues that may be
addressed in the session is certainly not exhaustive nor
restrictive. Instead, it is intended at motivating the
discussion.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

In

Is there an industrial need for test-analysis
correlation and finite element model updating?

Are current finite element model updating
techniques rarely applied to industrial
applications because their potential is not
recognized; because they fail to deliver
adequate results; or because they do not
answer the questions raised by test-analysis
correlation?

Could other, more efficient, ways be promoted
of transferring the technology from academia
to industry?

Are funding mechanisms well suited to
promote collaboration between research
teams and industrial partners?

Are there techniques useful to test-analysis
correlation and inverse problem solving that
would require further improvements? As an
example, we cite modal expansion
procedures, component mode synthesis,
model reduction, global optimization, etc.

What is the future of finite element model
updating in the 21” century and an industrial
context where structural dynamics is
increasingly dedicated to nonlinear, stochastic,
high-bandwidth or multi-physics applications?

Is finite element model updating the adequate
approach to validate the predictive quality of
structural dynamics models and to quantify the
system or experiment’s uncertainty and
variability [5]?

an attempt to answer some of these questions,
a survey was conducted of professionals in the
structural dvnamice communitv. The main results are
highlighted in the following sec~on.
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4. PERCEPTION OF MODEL UPDATING

With the help and supporl of the Society for

Experimental Mechanics (SEM), an electronic survey

was conducted of structural dynamics professionals.

The purpose was to help us assess the opinion of the
structural dynamics community regarding the
usefulness and performance of the currently available
test-analysis correlation and finite element model
updating technology. During recent technical meetings
such as the last International Modal Analysis
Conference (IMAC-XVIII), there has been’ a lot of
discussion on uncertainty quantification, model
validation, test-analysis correlation, goodness-of-fit,
finite element model updating and related issues.
Opposite points of view were often expressed, making
it clifficult to draw a clear picture of what the main
opinion is. Our intent was therefore to obtain a better
picture of how model updating is perceived and help
our community understand the technology needs.

All SEM members and IMAC-XVIII attendees who
made their e-mail address available were invited to
participate. Using other, more comprehensive mailing
lists was not possible at this point because they were
not available to us. The participation rate obtained was
approximately equal to 12Y0. Table 1 summarizes the
profile of professionals who answered the survey.

Table 1. Profile of answers to the survey.

Criterion Percentage
Age group

1. Below 30 5.9%
2.30-50 79.Ltyo

3. Above 50 14.7%
Professional activi@
1.Applied research 67.670
2. Education 17.7%
3. Engineering 61 .8%
4. Management 5.9%

Industrial Applications Dealt With’
1. Aerospace 38.l%
2. Automotive 35.2%
3. Civil 26.4%
4. Mechanical i’g.syo

Structural Dynamics Involved Withs I

had a strong interest in test-analysis correlation and
finite element model updating. More interesting is
question 3 that shows that a large percentage (44.1%)
of potential model updating users have decided not to
use this technology after an initial consideration. The
reason may be that the current capabilities of this
technology are not knowri or appreciated as they
should be. Another explanation would be that the
model updating paradigm in its present form does not
answer the needs of a large number of potential users.
Answers to questions 3 and 4 are very consistent since
the same perCentage (roughly, 557.) of professionals
declare themselves interested in this technology and
actual consumers/developers of commercial software
for test-analysis correlation and model updating.

In question 5, the tools that seem the most
needed for solving inverse problems in structural
dynamics appear to be test-analysis correlation
(97.0%); uncertainty analysis (78.8%); design of
experiments (75.8Yo); and linear finite element model
updating (75. OYO). These feature scores higher than
75% combined with less than 15% uncertainty. An
interesting observation is that tools such as uncertainty
analysis and design of experiments have been used to
solve inverse problems only recently compared to the
others. Techniques such as statistical sampling
(58.1%); reliability analysis (56.3%); nonlinear finite
element model updating (54.60A); and stochastic finite
elements (43.8Yo) appear to be useful to a lesser extent
but the sample of professionals surveyed also shows
more uncertainty regarding whether or not these
techniques are needed at all. It may seem inconsistent
to identify such a strong need for design of experiments
while being unsure about statistical sampling since
most of the difficult issues in designing test or computer
experiments find their source in statistical sampling.
This may point to educational work that a technical
society may want to sponsor in these areas.

Finally, question 6 tends to indicate that, although
it is recognized as an important technology, a majority
(61 .7%) agrees that finite element model updating is
not a mature technology for most industrial problems.
Here, the “Yes” answer shows the cumulative
percentage obtained when answering either”1 agree” or
“1strongly agree”. Similarly, the “No” answer shows the
cumulative percentage obtained when answering either
“1 disagree” or “1 strongly disagree”. Future areas of
research @nd development are identified in question 7.
Essentially, preferences point to modeling error
localization (97.1 %); Uncertainty quantification (79.47.);
and test-analysis correlation (76.4Yo) as being some of
the most promising areas of research in the future.

LA-UR-00-???? — Unclassified.

Table 2 presents the results to the seven technical
questions asked. From the first two questions it can be
concluded that professionals who answered the survey

3 More than one answer was allowed. Consequently,
percentages do not add up to 1007..
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Table 2. Main results of the survey on finite element model updating.
Otmetinn I Pmrmsntsrfa- ..”-..-.. . “. ““...”=-

Question 1. Have you ever been or are you currently involved in
research and development in the areas of uncertainty quantification,
model validation, test-analysis correlation or finite element model
updating? 97.1 Y. Yes; 2.9% No
Question 2. Have you ever used or are you currently using this
technology for a particular application? 91 .2% Ye% 8.8% NO’
Question 3. Have you ever considered using this technology but
decided not to? 44.1 ?4.Ye% 55.97. No

Question 4. Have you ever or are you currently using commercial
software for test-analysis correlation andfor finite element model
updating? 54.67. Yes; 45.5’%. No
Question 5. Do you have a need for the following technology?

1. Test-analysis correlation 97.0% YeS; 0.07. No; 3.0’% Not sure
2. Uncertainty quantification 78.87. Yes; 9.1 % No; 12.1 ‘Y. Not sure
3. Linear finite element model updating 75.0% Yes; 12.57. No; 12.5% Not sure
4. Nonlinear finite element model updating 54.6% Yes; 18.2% No; 27.2% Not sure
5. Reliability analysis 56.3% YeS; 18.7% No; 25.0% Not sure
6. Stochastic finite element method 43.8% Yes; 28.1 “LONo; 28.17. Not sure
7. Damage detection & health monitoring 65.6% Yes; 18.8% No; 15.6% Not sure
8. Design of experiments 75.87. YeS; 9.0% No; 15.2% Not sure
9. Statistical sampling 58.1 % Yes; 12.97. No; 29.0% Not sure

Question 6. Do you agree with the following statements?
1. “lest-analysis correlation is a useful technology.” 97.1 % Yes; 0.0% No; 2.9’?4.No opinion
2. “Finite element model updating is a useful technology.” 88.3% Yes; 2.9% No; 8.8% No opinion
3. “Finite element model updating is a mature technology.” 26.5% Yes; 61 .7% No; 11 .8’%0No opinion

Question 7. To make them useful techniques, are further research
and development efforts needed in the following fields?

1. Test-analysis correlation 76.4% Yes; 11 .8’%0No; 11.8% No opinion
2. Uncertainty quantification 79.4% Yes; 0.0% No; 20.6% No opinion
3. Mesh refinement 23.5% YeS; 35.3% No; 41.2% No opinion
4. Model reduction 73.57. YeS; 14.7% No; 11.8% No opinion
5. Mode shape expansion 50.0% YeS; 14.7% No; 35.3% No opinion
6. Modeling error localization 97.1 ‘YoYe= 0.0% No; 2.9% No opinion
7. Sensitivity analysis 73.57. yes 3.C1% No; 23.5% No OpiniOfI

8. Numerical optimization 47.1 % Yes 11.7% No; 41 .2% No opinion
9. Statistical sampling 47.1 % Yeg 8.8% No; 44.1% No opinion

10. Damage detection & health monitoring 64.7% Ye% 0.0% No; 35.3% No opinion
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